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Abstract

the development of a musical language for communication and emotional expression that can be used in reactive
robots and extended to cognitive agents. The idea is to
give robots their own natural language for expression in
imitation to the animals’ behavior in their use of sounds to
express themselves. Using a musical language allows us
to draw on a large literature from musicology and musical
technology [3, 43, 39, 50, 51, 27, 2]. In fact, [39] provides
an interesting sound propagation model for communication between agents. Such work may form a sound manipulation base for our work that is presented here whilst our
work provides a high level representational language. The
paper does not aim, however, to discuss or to develop the
sound recognition and synthesis at this stage. Instead, our
aim is to present operators for the synthesis and analysis
of musical messages to provide an alternative language to
speech acts with scalable formats and emotionally expressive. The use of musical language provides musical syntax and grammar to enable the development of an interactive and emotionally expressive language whereby the
complexity of the grammar can be easily maintained at
a simple level that suits reactive robots. The main part
of this paper discusses the syntax of our proposed Musical Language for Emotional Interaction between Robots
(M LEIR). The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
it starts with a background in section 2 establishing the motivations and applications of the proposed language. Sections 3.1 and 4 provide the syntax of the musical language
(MLEIR) and its synthetic operators. Both extended BNF
and Z notations are used in developing MLEIR. Section 5
provides the workings of the language in relation to mental
and emotional states and shows the use of MLEIR through
case study that is elaborated further in section 7. This is
followed by analytical analysis providing a preliminary assessment of MLEIR.

Sound is perhaps the most elementary and yet common
communication vehicle used by humans and animals alike.
Similarly, reactive robots that are based on animal intelligence require real-time simple communication mechanisms to imitate their animal examples. They would require their own natural language in which sound blocks
can be contained in meaningful structures without the
complexity of human’s natural language. Furthermore,
this natural language of animal like robots should be scalable to evolve depending on the available resources to each
species of robots. In this paper, a musical language is
proposed to fulfil this requirement. Specifications of the
language and case studies of using these specifications are
provided to demonstrate its applicability in multi-robots
and human-robot interactions.
Keywords: Emergent behavior, emotional interaction, animal intelligence, auditory interaction.
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Introduction

Behavioral, verbal and non-verbal expressions for interacting are relatively easier in deterministic systems than
in non-deterministic systems. Non-deterministic systems,
however, have increasing uses in variety of engineering
and domestic applications. At the same time, many of
these systems, often in the form of robots, have limited
resources to handle both action selection and natural language communication, let alone representing underlying
subtleties of interacting such as emotions and uncertainties. Expressing emotions in particular has many applications in education and domestic robots [46, 7, 40]. Emotion modeling is often associated with cognitive agents that
are capable of reasoning about themselves [15]. One may
argue, however, that emotions are reactive triggers and
thus suited for reactive agents [21, 14]. It can be argued
that emotions provide the means of non-deterministic interaction emulating animals and humans. Furthermore,
emotions models can vary in complexity to reflect the
complexity of psychological and sociological internal representations. Taking this viewpoint this paper presents

2 Motivations
2.1 Human Computer Interaction (HCI)
The benefits of using sound in general and music in particular as communications mechanism in robots may be ques-
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some of which are inaudible to the human ear. Observing
animals that use sound for communication such as dogs
and cats one can identify certain relationships between the
sound produced and the feelings of that animal. The uncomfortable dog may start howling, whilst stepping on his
toe may lead to a sharp short bark expressing urgency.
Similarly, reactive robots that model animal intelligence
[9, 14, 52] should be able to demonstrate the same capabilities of own sound language for expression to enable realistic simulations and interactions. In other words, a ’natural
language like’ of little animal like living robots. Esnaola
and Smithers [20] seem to agree with the notion presented
here. The main difference is that they design their musical
language based on communication packets used with cross
fertilization between multi-agent systems communication
protocols and natural language. Whilst the results of great
interest, one can see very little organic expansion possible.
In addition, there was no clear indication of emotions representation or expression of emotional content. One may
argue that their musical language is a good replacement to
speech acts of multi-agent systems.
The main aim is to allow the expression of underlying information as in natural languages where emotions
and other expressive information is encoded implicitly to
enable natural interaction between robots and humans in
realization of social robots [19]. Thus, emotions will be
encoded in the communicative messages rather than expressed as part of the message structure. This will enable the simplification of message structure. Music is very
suited for such endeavor for many reasons. Firstly, music
is formed of sounds which allows us to imitate the natural animal sound-based communication. Secondly, music is associated with emotions [46] and therefore it is
easy to encode emotions within musical messages at no
extra complexity and with great applicability to humancomputer interaction. Finally, systematic analysis of music and musical languages [12, 17]have been studied and
grammar-based musical representation has been developed
[37]. This gives us the confidence in the possibility of expanding our musical language.

tionable. First question may come to mind, what is the
difference between using musical sound and normal signaling? The answer is that in signaling (including sound
signaling) straightforward messages that are deterministic and exact are encoded. Living creatures are rarely do
so except perhaps in the socially disciplined species such
as ants. Even humans with their highly developed natural languages the underlying tonal expression in the human voice delivers more than the spoken message. However, human’s vocal expressions are far more complex and
vary, it may prove difficult to analyze and to model. Especially if one considered influences of the facial expressions
[4, 54, 55] and hand-body gestures on message interpretation [23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 34, 41]. Another question is
that what is the added value of using musical language?
There are several benefits of using musical language that
may become more apparent If one considers the practical
applications of this research in providing some alternative
mechanisms in human-machine interaction. Music has the
advantage of combining the simple sound, which can be
used in basic signal communication, and the structure of
a language that can be extended and modified. From a
human viewpoint, musical tones and sentences are often
easy to recognize and remember [46]. Sound is already
used in many toys, especially with focus on children developmental learning. There is a particular interest in using sound, rather than synthesis voices, when it comes to
autistic children [44, 45]. In addition, there is a continued
development of computer software and research on the use
of music for communicating information [51, 2]. As for
musical composition, active and dynamic music composition methods still strongly fascinate both scientists and
musicians [18, 38, 53, 8]
What is proposed here is to use sound in a structured
way to develop a synthetic abstract language of communication that can be substituted depending on the application.
Music by its nature enables abstraction and substitution.
Hence, the use of ’music’ here to describe the language
to indicate both auditory sound, notational representation,
and musical information processes [8], [11], [33], [37],
[35]. The conceptual idea has been recognised in literature [51], [2] and [32] but this paper attempts to formalise
this concept in a generic framework beyond what proposed
in literature, e.g. emotional content of musical phrases
as mentioned in [32]. The importance of the emotional
content of communicative messages is well recognised in
psychological and human-robot literature that commands a
survey by itself, nonetheless few but to mention examples
are [10, 13, 48, 49].

2.2

3 Musical Language Design
Sound is often modeled as a signal for which neural networks and sound processing techniques are usually used,
e.g. [16], [35], [36], and [56], to mention but few. However, let us look at sound as structured phonetics, these
structures are associated in natural languages with characters and words. The closest example is pictorial languages
where each image has a sound and a meaning. A slight
variation on the sound changes the meaning. In designing
the language here, our interest is to define the structures in
which the sound properties can be accommodated, giving
them a meaning, and a syntactical (and eventually semantical) association with other structures. Developing such
a language is a huge task and so the following limitations
applied: (1) Use of Western tonal music theory as the basis

Animal Intelligence based Multi-Robots

Communication between animals takes various forms.
There is smell that is used during the mating period, to
mark and identify territories, to inform oneself and other
animals of the route taken and so on. There is also touch,
which is the easiest to model. Finally, there is sound,
which is commonly used with a variety of frequencies [31]
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3.2 Conversation

for syntax and grammar; (2) Use of formal method representation; (3) Limiting discussion on semantics. The following subsection provides the syntactical description and
grammar rules used whilst the synthetic operators will be
covered in a separate section.

3.1

A conversation is constructed through a sequence of SM.
Two definitions of conversation are provided here. Definition 1 describes the conversation sequence, which is
the basis of communication whilst definition 2 establishes
conversational limits and eliminates conversational conflicts.
Definition 1 (Conversation Sequence) A conversation
may be defined to be an array of SM {SM 1 . . . SMi }
whereby SC1 = SC2 = . . . = SCi
Definition 2 (Conversation Constraint) Formally
we
define conversation Ψ with perception constraint as
follows:

MLEIR Syntactic Specifications

The notation used here is based on Z notation [42] and Extended BNF [26]. There are four types of terminal symbols
defined, which are sound class (SC), sound pitch (SP ),
sound duration (SD), and sound volume (SV ).
SC : { C  | D | E  | F  | G | A | B  }
Sound class refers to the basic musical sounds that can be
found on the white keys of a piano. The term sound classes
is to highlight the fact that all other musical sounds are
driven from these classes by varying their features such as
pitch or register. This includes adding flats and sharps to
generate new sounds, which can be treated as new classes.
For practical reasons, dealing with flats and sharps is omitted from this paper.

∃α · ∃β : Γ · Ψ ⊆ {∗SMα→β × ∗SMβ→α }t0 tn =⇒

∃χ : Γ · SMχ→α∨β ←− {}t0 tn (6)

Where Γ is the group of robots (agents), t 0
tn indicates the temporal limits of the conversation Ψ between
robot α and robot β whilst ←− {} t0 tn denotes a no response mode to robot χ communication attempt.
Both definitions are used in delineating synthetic communication operator in section 4.3

SP : { 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 }
Pitch numbers are effectively a register reference whereby
C3 is perceived an octave lower than C4.

3.3 Naming convention

SD : { 1 | 2 | 4 | 8 | 16 }

For conversation to take place a naming convention is
needed. SC is used in association with SP to develop
such a naming convention. SP, as we will see later on
in 5, has important role to play in emotional expression.
Consequently, a particular pitch is associated to be a natural voice of the robot. This allows the robot to use other
pitches to express its emotions.
The first possible naming convention is to name each
robot individually, which will be referred to as Individual
Naming Convention (IN C). Expressing the robot name
in a sound message is formulated in 7. Sound class and
pitch are used to identify the robot. Each robot will have a
natural voice or pitch.

Where 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 refer to semibreve, minim,
crotchet, quaver, and semiquaver, respectively.
SV : { 1 | 2 | 3 }
Whereby 1, 2 and 3 denotes ranges of loudness related
to emotional expressions with 1 being quiet range, which
may be expressing fear for example, 2 being natural or
neutral and 3 being loud, which may be expressing anger.
If one wishes to apply Z type system, taking sound S
to be the main type set one could write:
S = {sc is soundsp | sc, sp ≡def SD × SV }

(1)



SMσ(α) = SC(α) , θSP(α,normal)

The addition of sp to sound in the formula 1 is to indicate that sp is strongly associated with sc, whilst sd and sv
defines the sound as features.
A sound message (SM ) can then be constructed from
these terminal symbols in the following format:
SM = SC, SP 

(2)

SM = SC, SP, SD

(3)

SM = SC, SP, SD, SV 

(4)

Where σ is the naming operator and θ is the natural pitch
associated with the robot being named. The idea behind
natural pitch of a robot is to provide naming uniqueness,
which is defined in 3
Definition 3 (Naming Uniqueness) We define naming
uniqueness to be that:
∃α · ∃β : Γ · σ (α) = σ (β) if f α = β.

(8)

Alternative naming convention may take into consideration team formation or Team Naming Convention(T N C).
In this case, each robot will be named in association to the
team it follows. Each team use the formula 7 to specify
team name and to specify a robot identifier. Then the two
names are concatenated to produce the individual robot’s
name.

Formula 2 provides the naming of the robot emitting
the message. Section 3.3 discusses naming. These formulas may be summarized as follows:
∀s : S · s ≡def {SC × SP  × [SD] × [SV ]}

(7)

(5)
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4

Operators

4.4 Action Selection Process (Inference Engine)

For the musical language to adaptable for different applications, generic synthetic operators are required.

4.1

Action selection process is based on the inference mechanism used. There is no hard rule of action selection process
specification. It should, however, encompass the language
specifications and synthetic operators, and to be applicable to the re-writing rules (section 5). Two possible approaches to achieve this are:

Initiation: Self Operator (SfO)

Representing self is of great importance for orientation and
reasoning especially when social and interaction rules apply such is the case in multi-agent systems and robot collectives. Self and its representation had a great interest
from psychologists, philosophers and artificial intelligence
researchers alike [5]. To avoid argumentative cases and
paradoxes associated with representing self, self is represented here as a root node from which relations emerge.
As a root node, it acts as a start and termination node of
information as a given agent is concerned for whom this
node represents self. Thus, consciousness is defined here
as the maintenance of the root node of self.

4.2

Rule based inference mechanisms (e.g.
backward chaining)

Semantic mapping (e.g. cognitive map and graph planning)
Definition 4 gives us an abstract behavior expression
rule that provides guidelines specification to the inference
engine.
Definition 4 (Behavior Expression Rule)
∃sn , sn+1 ∈ S.∃a ∈ A.sn < Sf O , BESO, CSO ←>

Belief and Emotion Synthetic Operator
(BESO)

sn+1 < a, CSO →> (10)
Conjecture 1 Since the sound expression is in itself a behavioral utterance and similarly behaviors can be viewed
as muted physical utterances of communication, the musical language can be used for the general purpose of internal representation.

Belief and Emotions Synthetic Operator maps the mental
state of the robot to the phonetic equivalence. The intersection between Beliefs and Emotions provides the Perception and Intention. The Belief and Emotion Synthetic
Operator (BESO) maps between the belief set, emotional
state and the message construction which is provided by
the Communication Synthetic Operator (CSO). The impact of BESO is seen in the alteration applied to properties
of sound structures that are forming the musical message.

4.3

Communication
(CSO)

Synthetic

5 Emotional Expression: Re-writing
Rules
One aspect of the language that is not fixed is the re-writing
rules. They are domain dependent and thus they have to be
designed to domain specifications.
Emotional expressions are added to the sounds performed through the increase or decrease of pitch, volume
and duration associated with the communication message.
Each robot will have a voice that is one of the sound class
terminals. This is simpler than using timbre, which is the
musical distinction between voices and instruments. The
simulation of timbre would complicate the design of the
language unnecessarily at this stage.

Operator

Communication is done through the construction of a sequence of musical sounds. This sequence is effectively a
conversation with a short time span allowed. The sequence
is synthesized as continuous SM in response to environment stimuli. This operator has two modes: constructive
mode (CSO →) for message production and interpretive
mode (CSO ←) for message interpretation. The one that
is used in our case studies is the constructive mode since
our concern is the production of sound structures rather
than sound analysis as a signal. (CSO →) can be defined
as follows:
∃α : Γ · ∃si : S · SMi → si+1 =


CSO → SC(nameα ) , M ap (si )

forward and

5.1 Calculating Emotional States
Physical state, physical knowledge (i.e. perception), social/physical interaction rules, and previous emotional
state should be taken in consideration [7] in calculating
an emotional state. Thus, calculating emotional state can
be presented in an abstract form as follows:

(9)

Formula 9 specifies how the SM i in response to the
current state si will be formulated in the next state s i+1 .
Note that the first part of the robot name, namely SC, is
extracted and used as a message tag. In other words, a ’C’
type robot will always use the note ’C’ in forming its messages. This is the equivalence of dog barking, cat meowing
and bird singing.

BR ,PR
eSn+1 ⇐ λe eSnER ,BR + λph Sn+1

(11)

Where R is the universal rule set of interaction. B represents the belief model using the universal set of rules
and P is the perception of the physical environment. λ is a
discount function operates under the influence of the dominant emotion and physical perception respectively. The
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5.4 Case Study: a Dog’s Sound-based Behavioral Patterns

actual implementation of these function can vary of course
from simplistic form to a complex adaptive functions. For
example, λ can be a fixed number or non-dertministic
function that calculates the discount value according to the
current perceived emotional and physical states.

By observing Alex, a Springer Spaniel dog, some repetitive sound-based behavioral patterns can be identified.
These patterns are the basis of the emotional rules proposed here to link between sound produced (or to be produced) and basic emotions driven from feelings.
The first noticeable pattern is the short high pitch / high
volume sound he produces in response of sudden pain or
danger. Rule 5.4.1 represents this pattern. We use ’Sudden’ and ’Pain’ to avoid a hard concretized design at this
stage. The meaning of descriptors is left to interpretation
during implementation.
Rule 5.4.1 (Urgency)

∀e : Emotion · ∀s : State · M ap(s)emotion·rules →
SP, SD, SV  (12)
Formula 12 provides the mapping between the emotions triggered by state stimuli and the sound message elements of SP, SD and SV under emotional rules as they are
defined in a given application design (see section 5).

5.2

∃α : Γ · ∀Sr ∈ Sensorsα · ∃κ : Σ
·Srκ  Sudden · P ain =⇒

Emotion External Modeling: Sound Expression

(Suspendsα·actions ∧ U rgentSM )t0 tn ≤cycle →

The external representation of emotions are usually done
through demonstrative physical behavior, e.g. [6, 22]. In
fact, what is often being expressed is the impact of emotions on the behavior selection without explicit expression
of emotions. In uttering sounds for the purpose of communication both behavioral and emotional content being
delivered implying the reasoning and personality behind
the message. The emotional content in the language proposed will be delivered through the sound properties to be
uttered. These properties are contained as part of the structural phonetic being communicated as defined by the application rules, emotions internal modeling, and MLEIR
specifications.

5.3

SM

SD = Short SP = High ∧ SV = High

The second noticeable sound pattern is the sound of
stress that is usually prolonged low or high pitched sound
with usually high volume. In fact the volume increase in
relation to the pain almost following a Gaussian function.
Rule 5.4.2 attempts to capture that. The appearance of ∨
operator in this rule complicates the implementation of action selection (i.e. inference engine).
Rule 5.4.2 (Stress)
∃α : Γ · ∀Sr ∈ Sensorsα · ∃κ : Σ
·Srκ  Long · P ain =⇒
∗ (Suspendsα·actions ∧ StressSM )t0 tn ≤cycle →

Guidelines for Re-Writing Rules

SM

Re-writing rules concerns the production and recognition
of sound within the musical context defined by the language and the domain. A distinction needs to be made
between the rules which will be dealing with the structures
on one hand and sound recognition and production, as a
form of signal processing, on the other. Sound production
rules are the easiest to implement. These are particularly
useful for human-computer interaction. Having an oscillator device or accessible sound production module in the
machine, e.g. sound card, is all that is needed to produce
the sound equivalence of inferred structures. Sound recognition is slightly more complex since it has to be done on
two stages. First, a signal processing module is required
to extract the sound features. Then the re-writing rules
should map these sound blocks based on their features to
structural containers based on the MLEIR. Finally, emotions and emotional state need to be reflected in re-writing
rules. The complexity of emotional representation and calculation should suite the application and deployment device. Complex emotion estimation functions will not suite
reactive limited resources robots whilst some complexity
can be afforded on advance PDA that supports Java programs.

SD = Long  ∧ SP = Low ∨
High ∧ SV = High

The third noticeable sound patten is the lazy voice of
calmness. It is often a stretched out voice of low volume and low pitch. Rule 5.4.3 represents this pattern in
response to a ’Long Comfort’.
Rule 5.4.3 (Calm)
∃α : Γ · ∀Sr ∈ Sensorsα · ∃κ : Σ
·Srκ



Long · Comf ort =⇒

∗ (Suspendsα·actions ∧ CalmSM )t0 tn ≤cycle →
SM

SD = Long  ∧ SP = Low ∧ SV = Low

Excitement is often achieved by a treat or by coming
home. This may be seen as a ’Sudden Comfort’ of having a
treat. After a while, it wears off and Alex goes back into a
’Calm’ mood. There is usually an associated body gesture
of tail wagging, which is outside the scope of this research;
even though it is important to be considered in developing
a full animal-like creature.
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melodic sequences and compositional rules. The fact that
we refer to sound classes is meant to make the link to serial
composition techniques for which computational models
can be developed to enable evolvable phonetics [8]. Finally, the range of emotions could be extended that can be
presented within this language. This will require farther
research in psychology of emotions theories [47], animal
intelligence and the semantics of the musical language developed. In addition, the implementation of the language
can go beyond the simplified version of rules to include:
learning capabilities, a neural model of MLEIR and its extended models include using layered cognitive maps. This
will enable the signal processing of sound and the association between signals and their alphabetical structure equivalent such the case between sound of words and their symbolic representation. In fact, we have proven that neural
networks can be used in natural language processing [1]
thus opening the door to further extensions.

Rule 5.4.4 (Excited)
∃α : Γ · ∀Sr ∈ Sensorsα · ∃κ : Σ
·Srκ  Sudden · Comf ort =⇒
∗ (Suspendsα·actions ∧ ExcitedSM )t0 tn ≤cycle →
SM

SD = Short ∧ SP = N ormalof ten ∨
High ∨ SV = Highof ten ∨ N ormal

Fear is a slightly more complex emotion. Based on observation, there are at least two reasons that generate fear
feelings. The first one (5.4.5) is the fear that is based on
the unknown. Something that is new and seems threatening leads the dog into a cautious mood. The second (5.4.6)
is fear from remembering a bad experience that had happened in the recent past that led to discomfort.
Rule 5.4.5 (Fear of Unknown)
∃α : Γ · ∀Sr ∈ Sensorsα · ∃κ : Σ


U nknown(stress∧urgency) =⇒
·Srκ
∗ (Suspendsα·actions ∧ F earSM )t0 tn ≤cycle →
SM

7 Implementation of MLEIR based
Lego Society

SP = Low ∧ SV = High

Rule 5.4.6 (Fear from Memory)
∃α : Γ · ∀Sr ∈ Sensorsα · ∃κ : Σ
·Srκ

The language is implemented on Lego robots which have
several limitations. The Lego robots do not have sound
input thus it is difficult to have sound recognition. Lego
robot has limited range of musical sounds it can produce.
Limited sensory and processing power which goes well
with the assumption of reactive agents and primitive animal behavior. Thus testing is adapted to accommodate
these limitations by making number of assumptions in implementing a sub-set of MLEIR. It is assumed that there
is no memory based emotions. In other words, the robot
does not learn, instead it reacts based on individual states
without historical data. Each robot broadcasts its sound
messages using the Infrared port on the Lego RCX instead
of sound card. Figure 1 shows the Lego model used. There
are two touch sensors, one light sensor, and the Infrared
port is at the front of the micro-controller box on the top.





mem (stress ∧ urgency) =⇒
∗ (Suspendsα·actions ∧ F earSM )t0 tn ≤cycle →
SM

SP = Low ∧ SV = High

Rule 5.4.6 gives a good example of emotions interrelations where a combination of stress and urgency crystallize into fear.

6

Analytical Discussion

By means of a case study, some of the properties of the
generic language MLEIR were demonstrated. The first
property is extendibility. The language provides the building blocks for varying structures of expressions. The
generic form of re-writing rules enables a flexible generation of equivalent phonetics of the expression structures
uttered. The second property is the need of substitution
for practical implementation. The language is very generic
that in its current form it only provides a framework for implementation. Guidelines for re-writing rules to enable the
development of meaningful rules of given application was
presented. However, there are no verification guard process. In addition, there are no specification guidelines for
specific functions beyond the generic emotions and belief
modeling. The use of Z notation for specification, however, enables us to import from the rich developments in
specification and verification field [42]. This is still to be
formalized in the framework of MLEIR.
There are many extensions that can be applied to
MLEIR. For example, the language syntax could be extended by introducing chords, sharp and flat nodes. Similarly, the grammar could be extended by introducing

Figure 1: Lego Mind Storm Model
Each robot will response to the first message it receives. In implementing behaviors, there are three primitive actions the robot can take: forward, left turn and

6
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Algorithm 2 Communication response
1: while (true) do
2:
case Fear:
3:
check for messages;
4:
if other [i] .message = ’urgent’ then
5:
repeat
6:
turn and move away;
7:
produce afraid messages
8:
until no other [] .message = ’urgent’;
9:
else
10:
break;
11:
end if
12:
endcase Fear
13:
case Stress:
14:
check for messages;
15:
if other [i] .message = ’excited’ then
16:
repeat
17:
move forward;
18:
produce stress messages and self-naming messages
19:
until no other [] .message = ’excited’ or
other [i] .message = ’acknowledge’;
20:
end if
21:
endcase Stress
22:
defult:
23:
if other [i] .message =’acknowledge’ then
24:
become excited
25:
else
26:
break;
27:
end if
28:
enddefult
29: end while

Algorithm 1 Own behavior
1: while (true) do
2:
case Calm:
3:
move randomly;
4:
produce calm messages;
5:
check sensors;
6:
if sensors are clear then
7:
continue;
8:
else
9:
break;
10:
end if
11:
endcase Calm
12:
case Urgency:
13:
if touch sensors are active then
14:
move away fast;
15:
produce Urgency message;
16:
end if
17:
if touch sensors are clear then
18:
break;
19:
end if
20:
endcase Urgency
21:
case Excited:
22:
if light sensor is active then
23:
repeat
24:
go around in circle ;
25:
produce Excited messages;
26:
until eating− time = 0;
27:
end if
28:
clear light sensor;
29:
break;
30:
endcase Excited
31: end while

7
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